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Abstract: Proverbs and sayings are a significant piece of the practice of human 
language, since they are consecrated fortunes of individuals’ way of life and language, 
just as age-old information and abilities. Truly, the article’s fundamental point is to 
interpret English and Russian proverbs, which can masterfully address an assortment 
of features of life, social experience, and standpoint, mental, moral, and tasteful 
standards, just as the inventiveness of imaginative perspectives and inclinations. In 
addition, this research considers the methodological and analytical value of employing 
proverbs in English schools (that is to classify English proverbs in relation to the 
Russian equivalents, to consider the difficulties of translation from English proverbs 
into Russian language, and to conduct a comparative description of translation of 
English proverbs in Russian). 
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Introduction. A proverb is a short phrase that conveys a truth or practical advice. 
It’s typically based on intuition or personal experience. Proverbs have the effect of 
expressing wisdom as self-evident. The same adage is repeatedly repeated by multiple 
persons. True proverbs are sayings that have been passed down the generations mostly 
by word of mouth, though they may also have been written down. The book of proverbs 
in the Old Testaments of the Bible includes notable collection of such sayings as: 
“Hope deferred makes the heartsick”, “A good name is rather to be chosen than great 
riches. 
A proverb is a metaphorical meaning phraseological unit that is comparable to a 
sentence in terms of the entire utterance that it might make in an expression. Moreover, 
during the communication period, their diverse expressiveness and emotiveness were 
plainly visible. As a consequence, proverbs will appropriately portray the state of 
speech. 
The goal of this study is to look at the semantic and linguocultural characteristics 
of proverbs in two languages that do not belong to the same language family: English 
and Russian. Proverbs clearly reflect a wide range of facts concerning even ordinary 
people’s daily lives. 
A proverb is a figurative statement that is often repeated. In general, a proverb is 
meant to convey "knowledge" in a brief manner. It relieves the proverb’s speaker of 
the burden of intellectual originality. 
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Main part: There are several types of proverbs describe below:  
Universal proverbs - When you compare proverbs from different regions of the 
world, you’ll see that many of them have not only the same core concept, but also the 
same or very similar style of expression, i.e. the phrasing. These are mostly simple 
representations of simple observations or ethical notions, though not all statements of 
simple observations become proverbs in every language. 
Regional proverbs - Many loan-proverbs emerge alongside indigenous ones in 
culturally related regions, following the pattern of loanwords. A significant portion of 
them may be traced back to the region’s historical classical literature, including Greco-
Roman classics in Europe and Sanskrit and Korean classics in the Far East. 
Local Proverbs - Internal variances in a cultural region are common, and classics 
(such as the Bible or the Confucian Analects) are not equally considered as a source of 
proverbs in all languages. Another category of typical local proverbs is based on 
geographic proximity. These ideas are expressed in a variety of European and Far-
Eastern languages, including English and Korean. 
Proverbs and sayings have generally been passed down via word of mouth over 
the years. Despite this, there are several proverbs and sayings allusions. A phrase must 
be well-known and widely used in society to become a proverb. A phrase becomes 
established in people’s thoughts when it becomes a proverb. As a result, the individual 
who uses this proverb is indifferent with who came up with it in the first place.so, we 
may deduce that proverbs and sayings are made up by everyday people. Many proverbs 
are derived from people’s own experiences, and the meaning of those words has grown 
into a proverb through time without anybody stating it. 
When translating English proverbs into Russian, we should consider the proverb’s 
overall meaning rather than translating them literally. It’s also worth remembering that 
people in various languages use various visuals to communicate the same or 
comparable ideas.  
Thus we may divide Russian and English proverbs and sayings into several 
categories: 
1. Full equivalents (when English proverbs and sayings correspond completely to 
their Russian variants): - “Hope for the best, but prepare for the worst” - Надейся на 
лучшее, но готовься к худшему; “Appearances are deceitful” - Внешность 
обманчива; - “My house is my castle” - Мой дом - моя крепость; - “Speech is silver, 
but silence is gold” - Слово - серебро, молчание - золото; - “Better late than never” 
- Лучше поздно, чем никогда; - “Best defence is offence” - Лучшая защита - 
нападение; - “There is no fire without smoke” - Нет дыма без огня; - “Good health 
is above wealth” - Здоровье дороже денег. 
2. Partial equivalents (when English proverbs and sayings are a bit different in 
their meaning from Russian ones): - “Better an egg today than a hen tomorrow” - 
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Лучше синица в руках, чем журавль в небе; - “While there is life, there is hope” - 
Надежда умирает последней; - “Do or die” - Либо в стремя ногой, либо в пень 
головой; - “After dinner comes the reckoning” - Любишь кататься, люби и саночки 
возить; - “When it rains it rains on all alike” - Все равны под солнцем; - “Love can’t 
be forced” - Насильно мил не будешь; - “As the call so the echo” - Как аукнется, 
так и откликнется; - “If you run after two hares you will catch neither” - Погонишься 
за двумя зайцами, ни одного не поймешь. 
3. English proverbs and sayings which do not have corresponding variants in the 
Russian language and need some special search and explanation: - “Many cooks spoil 
the broth” - У семи нянек дитя без глаза; - “A little rain stills a great wind” - Муравей 
невелик, а горы капает; - “A cat falls on his legs” - Правда восторжествует; - “Lying 
pays no tax” - Язык без костей; - “Where there is strong riding there is strong abiding” 
- Лес рубят - щепки летят; - “A thing that is said is said, and forth it goes” - Слово 
не воробей, вылетит - не поймаешь; - “It sticks out a mile” - Ясно, как дважды два 
- четыре; - “It is as broad as it’s long” - Что в лоб, что по лбу. 
It is important to look through following features of proverbs in both languages: 
1.Grammatical markers of English and Russian proverbs. The next paragraph will 
go through the grammatical markers of proverbs in English and Russian. A phrase is 
the language context in which a proverb functions. The sentence’s form is 
predetermined, and the smallest proverb has only two elements, as in “Time flies” and 
the Russian variant “Время летит”. One of the most noticeable grammatical marker in 
proverbs is that they demonstrate a temporal category which relates to an action which 
can occur anytime.  
2. Semantic features The semantic characteristics of both English and Russian 
proverbs will be explored after the main grammatical markers in both languages have 
been identified. “Linguistic semantics is the study of meaning that is utilized to 
comprehend human expression via language,” according to Liddell and Scott 
(1940).The term originates from the Ancient Greek word semantikos - “related to 
meaning, significant”. A key goal in linguistic semantics is discovering how meaning 
attaches to texts. In this case, it seeks to determine what proverbs mean. From the 
examples shown above, one can notice that proverbs are polysemous- they can have 
multiple meanings. 
3. Proverbs and phonic devices The use of phonic devices or rhythmic 
characteristics is another important element seen in proverbs. Rhyme, alliteration, 
assonance, repetition, and so on are examples. The proverb becomes more remembered 
and understandable when they are used. Due to the fact that the phonic devices greatly 
contribute to the proverbial utterance, it can be suggested that they are accountable for 
the universal popularity of proverbs throughout the worlds, regardless of time, place, 
language or culture. The repetition of similar, or the same sound in at least two words 
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can be found in the following proverbs: “A fault confessed is half redressed”; “Loose 
lips sink big ships”; “Little strokes fell great oaks”; “Money spent on the brain is never 
spent in vain”. These examples demonstrate that rhyme is predominantly frequent in 
the final syllables. 
Conclusion: The comparison of English and Russian proverbs revealed that 
though the people of these nations have many similarities, there are some differences 
in how they perceive and translate the same proverb. As a result, it is preferable to learn 
the meaning of English proverbs through examples in order to comprehend them. 
Finally, I’d like to point out that language without proverbs and sayings would be 
uninteresting and uninspiring. Proverbs are a part of any culture, and translating them 
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